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- **OpenLicht is developing the light of tomorrow: Light innovation thanks to open source and artificial intelligence (AI)**[2]

  The research project OpenLicht was launched in September 2016 and stands for the design of smart, customized light solutions based on open source and new materials. OpenLicht was funded by the German Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), with the goal of enabling new forms of collaboration between science, business, maker and startup community. Infineon Technologies AG is supervising the project in close cooperation with Bernitz Electronics GmbH, Deggendorf Institute of Technology and the Technical University of Dresden.

- **What Is The Open Compute Project?** [3] [Ed: This is Microsoft and Facebook openwash of mass surveillance using proprietary programs]

- **The Role Of Open Source In Digital Transformation** [4] [Ed: When the media wants to 'understand' Open Source, so it is asking Microsoft (the prime opponent of it) and quotes people from proprietary software teams, namely GitHub. The narrative is stolen, lies spread.]

- **Security Scanner Targets Container Image Registries** [5]

- **Open-source security tools for cloud and container applications** [6]
* Codario.io makes open source security easy [7]

* How Fastly Is Looking to Define Edge Cloud [8]

A lot of it is open source at this point. The stuff that we've built has been almost entirely open source.

To me that's the core thing that I hope will make us successful. We recently started the Bytecode Alliance with Mozilla, Intel and Red Hat, working together on some of the infrastructure for WebAssembly. The whole idea is to create the foundations that other people can then use.

* OpenBridge launches open source design guideline for digital user interfaces [9]

The OpenBridge consortium has just released open source design guideline for maritime digital user interfaces.
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